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INTRODUCTION

Exploration and production companies frequently partner with host countries that struggle
to: (1) maintain political stability; (2) guarantee sound governance; (3) provide adequate
transparency; (4) eliminate security threats; and (5) meet human rights standards. These
conditions make it difficult to develop security strategies to protect company employees and
assets in country. As a response, we have interviewed elite actors who populate the risk
management networks in question. The interviews provide a cross‐section of perspectives
as to how well upstream producers are crafting and implementing security risk management
strategies. These perspectives provide a degree of corroboration that confirms that current
incentives provide an opportunity to create a win‐win scenario for companies and the public
interest.
Since business thinks primarily in the terms of economics and finance,1 it is practical to frame
the risks posed by these operating environments in this manner. Key to understanding the
valuation of an upstream producer is the calculation used to determine the expected gross
revenues for a particular upstream project. The expected gross revenues equal the predicted
future prices of the commodity multiplied by its expected future quantities of production
over the project’s projected life cycle.2
Valuation analysts use reserve reports to assess the future quantities of production.3 These
reports are the “foundation of valuation” for establishing expected gross revenues.4 Above‐
ground threats to production, on‐site employees, and upstream infrastructure fall within the
category of “surface risk”.5 A good definition of surface risk is “the variety of political,
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environmental, logistical, commercial or bureaucratic issues that may impact project
performance”.6 Surface risk is a key consideration when establishing the present value of
future cash flows, or discount rate, which is calculated by adding the costs of all risks
associated with such production over the asset’s lifecycle.7 The discount rate is deducted
from expected gross revenues to establish the value of the asset.
Four economic rationales exist for investing in reducing security risk: (1) it prevents delays
in exploration operations and production disruptions, increasing the net present value of
assets; (2) it reduces the predicted cost of surface risk, increasing the predicted value of
future assets; (3) since it directly impacts asset value, it also directly impacts the cost of
capital; and (4) it protects reputational capital, which is a governance‐commodity directly
linked to business certainty.
Of the four, the fourth rationale is not as obvious as the others. Many countries’ government
agencies, which are responsible for the oversight of exploration and production activities,
are decentering their decision‐making authority.8 Political mechanisms, such as “social
license”, are granting local communities more discretion to craft the conditions in which
energy projects will operate in their communities – including a significant voice as to
whether or not projects go forward.9 This decentering of discretion reflects one way in which
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